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ROHO® Cushions

Dreamline Cushions

ROHO® QUADTRO SELECT®

Paediatric wheelchair cushions feature smaller width and depth options to accommodate
smaller wheelchairs that are designed especially for kids.

LOW PROFILE®

HIGH PROFILE®
The tall interconnected air
cells envelop your body,
delivering maximum
immersion for the ultimate
in skin protection,
positioning, stability and
comfort.

The interconnected air cells
deliver sitting stability. It
could be used as a secondary
cushion, on an office chair, in
adaptive sports equipment,
in a car or anywhere else you
may need cushioning and
protection.
Sizes available
Width 8” - 24” x Depth 8” - 24”
Weight limit 140Kg

Sizes available
Width 12” - 26” x Depth 11” - 20”
No weight limit.

ROHO® Overlays
ROHO® Neonatal Isolette
Interconnected air cells provide a low pressure, low
shear environment for an at risk infant.
The non powered, adjustable overlay fits standard
hospital and home incubators. Two to four sections
can be assembled to be used in larger peadiatric beds.

ROHO® Nesting Pad
Provides a calm sleeping environment for infants.
Multiple height air cells create a concave surface
and immerse infants into the mattress pad,
conforming to their body contours and providing
a total contact, enveloping environment.
The Nesting Pad is designed for infants for use in
standard hospital isolettes and home isolettes.

ROHO® Shower/
Commode Cushion
Using ROHO’s exclusive
DRY FLOATATION® Technology,
the adjustable, air filled
Shower/Commode Cushion
provides much needed
cushioning and protection for
bedside commodes and
shower wheelchairs.
Designed for use without a
cover, the cushion is easy to
clean and disinfect.

Dreamline Support Cushion

Dreamline Contour Cushion

Dreamline Assist Cushion

The Dreamline Support
Cushion is lightweight, has
3cm contouring providing
increased stability and
pressure distribution. Being
low in height makes it suited
to active users who are at risk
of pressure and require some
stability support.

The Dreamline Contour
Cushion has the highest
contouring of the BUBBLE
TECHONOLGY series, offering
excellent weight distribution
and stability. It is a
comfortable solution for full
time wheelchair users who
have reduced stability and
low-to-moderate risk of skin
breakdown.

The Dreamline Assist Cushion
is a lightweight, low height
and durable foam cushion for
active users who require less
stability control with minimal
contouring for easy transfers.

Sizes available

Width 8” - 24” x Depth 8” - 24”
Weight limit 140Kg.

Sizes available
Width 15” - 18” x Depth 15” - 20”

Sizes available

Width 8” - 24” x Depth 8” - 24”
Weight limit 140Kg.

Sizes available

Width 8” - 24” x Depth 8” - 24”
Weight limit 120Kg.

No weight limit.

Dreamline STX
The Dreamline STX Cushion
is a fully adjustable cushion
with full height contouring,
designed for inactive users
who have asymmetrical
positioning requirements
and high pressure
management needs. The
STX cushion provides the end
user the highest amount of
adjustability without
compromise.
Sizes available

Width 12” - 20” x Depth 12” - 20”
Weight limit 140Kg.

AirLite Cushion

Sizes available

Width 8” - 10” x Depth 8” - 12”

Comfort Curve Cushion
Sizes available

Width 10” - 20” x Depth 10” - 20”

Dreamline Backrests

Headrest Bracket Option
Axis Headrest Bracket

Axis 3 Headrest Bracket

Paediatric wheelchair backs feature width, height and depth contour options to fit the
smaller body sizes of kids and the smaller wheelchairs they use.
Dreamline Wheelchair Seating was created to allow therapists to build without restriction.
The therapist has the ability to meet the end users seating needs without compromising to fit
into predetermined placements, shapes, or sizes.

Headrest Pad Options
Square Pad

Dreamline Pro Backrest
Dreamline Contour Backrest
The Dreamline Contour
Backrest has a rigid
aluminium 1-piece shell with
integrated lateral support.

Dreamline Pro Backrests are
constructed from
ultra-lightweight carbon fibre
with low to mid back height
options for the active user.

Dreamline Support Backrest
with BAC System Inside
The BAC (Backrest Advanced
Contour) System can be retro
fitted to any Dreamline
Support or S3 Backrest as an
upgrade enabling fast and
accurate asymmetrical
contouring for high needs
users.

Open Curved Pad

Contoured Pad

Pivot Wing Pad

Harness Options

Swing-Away Thoracic Laterals
H2X Harness

STALLION

H2X Protector Sleeves

LATERAL BRACKET

Harness Retainer Kit

Evoflex®

Offer a range of Pelvic Belts, Shoulder Harness,
Ankle Huggers and Calf Supports
Swing-away lateral
bracket options enable
the pad to tilt.
Dual pivot mechanism for
infinite width adjustment.

3" of depth adjustability.

4 Point Padded Hip Belts

2 Point Padded Hip Belts

PivotFit™ Shoulder
Harness

Manual Wheelchairs

Power Wheelchairs

TiLite Pilot

Explorer Mini

The TiLite Pilot is an ultra-lightweight carbon fibre chair that
has built-in forward growth adjustment to grow with your
child and maintain optional rear wheel access.

Empowering Developmental Mobility
The Explorer Mini is a regulatory cleared powered
mobility solution that facilitates self-initiated
movement and early exploration for young children
12 – 36 months of age with mobility impairments.

The TiLite Pilot offers 2” of growth in seat width and
3” of growth in seat depth.
Transport weight 4.9Kg.

Specifications
Seat Width

8” – 14” (20cm - 35cm)

Seat Depth

9” – 15” (23cm - 38cm)

Front Seat Height

12” – 16.5” (30cm - 42cm)

Rear Seat Height

12” – 16.5” (30cm - 41cm)

Weight Limit

54Kg

Designed to support development, the Explorer Mini
is an ergonomic device with multiple weight bearing
surfaces to help promote safe, stable upright
postures while providing opportunities to improve
strength, endurance and postural control.
Lightweight and easy to transport power mobility
device.

TiLite Twist
The TiLite Twist encourages exploration, independence and
playfulness. There are no parts or growth kits to buy. Instead,
the Twist grows with you. The TiLite Twist offers 2” of growth
in seat width and 3” of growth in seat depth.
Transport weight 5.4 Kg.

Specifications

Specifications
Seat Width

8” – 15” (20cm - 38cm)

Seat Depth

8” – 16” (20cm - 41cm)

Front Seat Height

13” – 20” (33cm - 51cm)

Rear Seat Height

12” – 19.5” (30cm - 49cm)

Weight Limit

75Kg

TiLite Aero Z

TiLite ZRA

Specifications

Distinguished by a clean,
minimal look, the
mono-tube aluminium
frame’s 1.25” tubing gives
the Aero Z strength and
durability.
Transport weight 5.6Kg.

Seat Width

10” (25cm)

Seat Depth

10” (25cm)

Front Seat Height

16” (41cm)

Rear Seat Height

12.5” (32cm)

Weight Limit

120Kg

The Aero Z and the ZRA can both
be scripted with 2” depth growth.

Experience the cutting edge
technology behind our 1.25”
mono-tube titanium for
unparalleled ride and quality
that will last a lifetime.
Transport weight 4.8Kg.

Intended Age Range

12 - 36 months

Max User Weight

15.9Kg

Max User Height

100cm

Base Width

49cm

Base Length

63.5cm

Total Chair Height

73cm - 93cm

Transport Weight

23.6Kg

MINIFLEX

Front Wheel Drive
The chair that grows with you. Designed to
grow with a child for years to come, the Koala
Mini-flex is the ideal Paediatric wheelchair for
toddlers.
While it is scaled to fit the needs of
children, the Koala is built with the same
rugged motor and front-wheel-drive
technology as Permobil’s full-size adult chairs.
Transport weight with batteries 102Kg (M 40).

Specifications

Mid Wheel Drive
The Permobil M300 PS Jr. combines the capabilities of our
M300 base with the versatility of the PS Jr. seating system
for the perfect Paediatric chair. With a tight turning
radius, you’ll be able to manoeuvre through your home
with ease, while our innovative CATLink (Climbing and
Traction Linkage) System increases capability to get over
obstacles and helps prevent high-centering.
The expandable seat pan allows for a custom fit, so the
chair can grow with the child.
Transport weight with batteries 142Kg (GR 34) and 151Kg (GR 24).

Specifications

Seat Width

10”, 12”, 14”

Seat Width

11” – 16” (by 1” incr)

Seat Depth

10”, 12”, 14”

Seat Depth

10” - 18”

Backrest Height

14”, 16”, 20”

Backrest Height

16.5” - 22.5” (by 1” incr)

Max Speed

6.5km/h

Max Speed

10km/h

Weight Limit

35Kg

Weight Limit

75Kg

MX

Rear Wheel Drive
Front Wheel Drive
The K300 PS Jr comes with a standard adult power
base and the expandable seat pan allows for a
custom fit no matter how fast a child grows.
The K300 PS Jr features flipback armrests, power seat
levator and power tilt functions with R-Net
electronics. Integrated Uni-Track open the door
for an infinite number of adjustments and
add-on accessories.
Transport weight with batteries 123Kg (M 34).

Specifications

The all-wheel suspension system of the K450 MX provides
a smooth ride. The power seat-to-floor function lets
children get down on the ground, perfect for transfers
and playing with others.
The K450 MX features R-Net electronics and has an array
of power functions, including seat elevator, seat-to-floor
and optional power tilt. The modular seating system has
centre mount adjustable legrests and comes with a free
growth kit, something every kid needs.
Transport weight with batteries 153Kg (GR 34).

Specifications
Seat Width

10”, 12”, 14”, 16”

Seat Depth

10” - 18” (by 1” incr)

Backrest Height

14”, 16”, 20” (MX)
16.5” - 22.5” (PS Jr)

10km/h

Max Speed

8km/h

75Kg

Weight Limit

60Kg

Seat Width

11” – 16” (by 1” incr)

Seat Depth

10” - 18”

Backrest Height

16.5” - 22.5” (by 1” incr)

Max Speed
Weight Limit

SmartDrive with PushTracker E2
Pushing a manual wheelchair can put stress on
shoulders and lead to serious issues in the future.
SmartDrive offers a range of controls and
activity-tracking technology to deliver a seamless power
assist experience that may reduce repetitive stress.

Snooza Chair

The all-foam Snooza Chair with its planar angles
uses gravity to keep the occupant safe with good
postural stability while they are out of their
wheelchair.
The soft snug close support helps the occupant to
relax and high armrests promote better breathing.

Paired with the PushTracker E2 and SwitchControl,
SmartDrive offers added flexibility, convenience and
control options to empower your active lifestyle.

Well placed carry handles make transportation
easy and large storage pockets are located on each
side.

Suitable for those who independently transfer and
require assistance with distance.

Cleaning the Snooza chair is easy, just wipe down
the medical grade vinyl cover. The centre comfort
wrap supplied is removable and washable.
Standard Snooza Chair kit includes
•
•
•

BATEC Handbike

1 x Wedge for angle adjustment
1 x Adjustable headrest
Padded hip belt

Colours

The Batec range of handbikes are flexible and
adaptable, simple and intuitive and incredibly stable.

APPLE		

ORANGE		

ROYAL BLUE		

HOT PINK

They require a low degree of physical effort to be used
effectively.
The Batec Easy-Fix anchor system, connects to the
wheelchair in just a few seconds.

Optional Extras

In addition, the Batec Safe-Feet stand frame ensures
the device stays in the right position and minimises
the effort required.

Padded Tray

Abductor Pommel

Extra Wedges

Mobile Base

Side Infill Pads
(for Growth)

Leg Rest

Backrest Infill
Pads
(for Growth)

Specifications

BATEC Mini

Weight 14.7Kg (without battery)

BATEC Electric 2
Weight 15.9Kg (without battery/weights)

Size

1

2

3

4

Floor to Seat Front

21cm

24cm

27cm

30cm

Seat Depth

26cm

32cm

40cm

45cm

Backrest Height

61cm

70cm

75cm

81cm

Width at Knnes

26cm
32cm (with infill pads)

30cm
35cm (with infill pads)

37cm
42cm (with infill pads)

38cm
43cm (with infill pads)

Width at Hip

20cm
25cm (with infill pads)

23cm
28cm (with infill pads)

27cm
32cm (with infill pads)

30cm
34cm (with infill pads)

Overall Chair Width

46cm

48cm

57cm

60cm

Overall Chair Length

61cm

72cm

87cm

91cm

Juni Chair

Zoomi+

Juni’s seat and backrest both provide unique
contouring. This promotes better posture, gives higher levels of
comfort and helps your child feel more secure and stable.

Ideally suited to the classroom and home when feeding
or for activities. The seat and footrest can be easily
adjusted to the appropriate height and depth, allowing
the chair to accommodate your child’s needs as they
grow. Complete with low back padded cover, armrest,
quick release tray, 5-point harness, flat padded seat,
slotted footrest and mobile skis. It offers the ideal
solution for children who require a little extra postural
support.

The Juni chair comes with contoured seat and backrest, built in
lumbar support, pelvic strap, height and depth adjustable seat,
height adjustable armrests, as well as angle adjustable backrest
as standard.

Optional Extras

Hi Lo Base
Height adjustment to 57cm.
Very slimline footprint.

Sliding Footrest
Provides foot support. Slides
backwards to give clearance
to facilitate sliding transfer.

Height Adjustable Push
Handle
Adjusts to achieve
optimum push position.

Mobile Skis
Gives clearance to facilitate
standing transfer. Easy to
move.

Skis
Helps to stabilise and
prevent chair movements.

Quick Release Tray
Easy to attach and easy
to remove. All be
accomplished, by just using
one hand.

Adjustable Footrest Height
and angle adjustable making
it easy to tailor to the needs
of your child.

Pommel
Encourages hip abduction.

Side Support Cushions
Provides hip and thigh
support. Available in 2.5cm
and 5cm.

Ski and Footboard.
Provides foot support and
offers greater stability.

Contoured Padded Seat
Provides extra comfort.

Pommel
Encourages hip abduction.

Thigh Guides
Provides thigh support.

Transfer Step
Facilitates standing.

High Padded Back
Gives higher levels of
comfort.

4-Point Harness
Provides trunk support.

Table
Two key benefits, the legs
are adjustable and the table
folds, which allows for easy
storage.

4-Point Harness
Provides trunk support.

Also available - Backrest Extension/ Headrest Multi Adjustable - Size 1 and 2/ Lateral Wings - Size 1 and 2

Specifications

Optional Extras

Specifications
Height Range

11cm - 61.5cm

Size

1

2

Width

45cm

Seat Height

16cm - 22cm

20cm - 28cm 24cm - 34cm 30cm - 40cm

Depth

55cm

Seat Width

24cm

28cm

Back Height

26cm

Seat Depth

18cm - 24cm

22cm - 30cm 26cm - 36cm 32cm - 42cm

Back Angle (˚)

9.5/10/10.5

Back Height

26cm

29cm

32.5cm

40cm

Back Angle (˚)

95/100/105

95/100/105

95/100/105

95/100/105

Frame Height

81cm

Weight Limit

30Kg

40Kg

50Kg

60Kg

Weight Limit

30Kg

3
32.5cm

4
36.5cm

Child Surround
transfers into a high chair

Portable Hip Spica Chair

Combi Toileting Chair

The Portable Hip Spica chair has a slimline design and
offers high levels of adjustability and creates a
lightweight solution, takes up little space and can easily
be transported in a car. Supplied with a 5-point harness
and quick release tray as standard.

The design enables the chair to be used as a supportive chair whilst at the same time
providing numerous features to assist with your child’s toileting needs.
The Combi Toileting chair incorporates a potty for younger children that can easily be
removed to provide a commode seat for children who have progressed their toilet training.

Suitable for children aged 12 months to 3 years old.

Specifications
Size

1

Seat Height

21cm - 36cm

Seat Width

21cm - 36cm

Back Height

56cm - 66cm

Tray Size

55cm x 44cm

Weight Limit

25Kg

Specifications

Multi Adjustable Hip Spica Chair
The Multi Adjustable Hip Spica Chair designed for
children using leg abduction splints or set in plaster
casts. This chair is available in three sizes and is
ideal for children from 18 months old to young adults.
The front section of the chair has a storage area and
easily separates from the seat for access. The back fully
reclines to achieve a more comfortable position or to
allow for some relaxation or rest. The chair comes
complete with pelvic strap, shoulder harness and tray.

Size

1

2

3

Seat Height

21.5cm - 29cm

27.5cm - 37cm

30cm - 40cm

Seat Width

29cm

32.5cm

36.5cm

Seat Depth

20.5cm - 29cm

24.5cm - 35.5cm 31cm - 38.5cm

Back Height

32cm

37cm

40cm

Weight Limit

35Kg

45Kg

55Kg

indiGo Chair
IndiGO has been designed for teenagers and adults with
mild to moderate postural needs, who want to achieve
enhanced independence from their chair. The user
operated brake, for instance, puts the user in control of
applying and releasing the brakes without needing
assistance, instantly giving them a sense of independence.
The brake can be fitted to either the left-hand or
right-hand side.

Specifications

Specifications
Size

1

2

3

Length

100cm

100cm

100cm

Seat Height

40cm - 56cm

40cm - 56cm

40cm - 56cm

Back Height

37cm - 66cm

45cm - 75cm

55cm - 85cm

Tray Size

76cm x 60cm

76cm x 60cm

76cm x 60cm

Weight Limit

85Kg

85Kg

85Kg

Size

4

5

Seat Height

49cm - 65cm

49cm - 65cm

Seat Width

44cm

49cm

Seat Depth

34cm - 42cm

39cm - 47cm

Back Height

42cm - 64cm

42cm - 64cm

Weight Limit

100Kg

100Kg

Snooooooze Sleep System
Star Pillow
The Star Pillow is a head support with profiling points.
For people with low to medium tone, the Star Pillow is
ideal. Each of the points can be folded under so the
shape can be used to position the head as needed.

T Roll
The T Roll is excellent for leg positioning and is
supplied with NO hook and loop fastening so can be
easily utilised on it’s own. Stops hips from abducting,
assists in breaking tonal patterns and keeps hips in
alignment during supine lying.
Paediatric

Paediatric

Length

60cm

Length Star Tip to Tip

56cm

Width

15cm

Inner Circl Diameter

8cm

Height

30cm

Horseshoe
The Horseshoe offers you the ability to achieve a simple
side position. It should be placed between the legs with
a roll supporting the back, the leg supported on the large
area. You can also use the Horseshoe in the Supine
position to achieve upper body support.
Paediatric
Length

60cm

Width

37cm

Banana Cushion
The Banana Cushion is curved and supplied with NO hook
and loop fastening. The Banana Cushionis a very adaptable
shape and can fit in many places, for example around the
neck, shoulders or between the knees or ankles.

W Leg Trough
The W Leg Trough offers either full or partial leg
support. Can be used in conjunction with a roll
underneath for those with wind sweeping and
contractures. Can be used with a bracket at the sides for
more positive force. Comes complete with a Wrap to allow
a more structured positioning. On ramped or profiling bed
the security of posture helps prevent the client sliding down
the bed. The Paediatric W Leg Trough has a foam sheet on
the base so for very small clients, who don’t have body mass
to mould the foam, it gives a smooth, flat pressure base.

Paediatric
Length

36cm

Diameter

9cm

Curved Wedge
Wedges can be used to either directly support the body or
to give extra support to other Snooooooze elements. The
Curved Wedge curves to the shape of the body, has padding
on the inside curve to offer more comfort and has a solid
pad on the outside to maintain a structured position. Also
available is the Flat Wedge which offers a firm support.
Paediatric

Small

Length

12cm

12.5cm

Width

10cm

12.5cm

Height

10cm

12.5cm

Paediatric

Small

A

37.5cm

45cm

B

10cm

18cm

C

7.5cm

9cm

D

8cm

15cm

E

7.5cm

9cm

F

41cm

49cm

KidWalk

Headmaster Collar

KidWalk enables children to be participants in their
world, not as observers, through hands free,
self-initiated exploration. Independent, self-initiated
movement is the key to developing cognitive, language
and motor skills, learning spatial relationships, and
exploring the world.

The Headmaster Collar is the collar of choice for the best in head
control. After the rest of the body is positioned, this support helps
maintain mid-line head positioning and improved breathing,
swallowing, simplified feeding and social interaction.

•

The entire support system moves up and down,
side to side, and is rotational.

•

Pelvic support is adjustable in all three planes.

•

System dials in to maximise Pelvic symmetry.

•

Many adjustments can be made with the child in
the KidWalk.

Headmaster Collars are soft and maybe fitted to children as young as
6 months.
Dimension ‘a’ is the shortest distance
under the jaw from the centre of the
chin to the angle of the mandible.
Select the closest collar size.

Specifications
Size

•

Mid-wheel location for better control and smaller
turning radius.

•

Available in three sizes.

•

Less effort to initiate and sustain movement = less
fatigue and more productive sessions.

•

The front is open and allows access to surfaces and
friends.

•

Can accommodate third party headrests.

Infant

6.5cm

Child

7.5cm

Junior

9cm

Small

10cm

Restorative Bracing
A range of bracing that deals with neurological tone. Bracing for feet, knees, hips, elbows,
hands, head and torso.

Specifications
Size

EI KidWalk

KidWalk

KidWalk II

Seat Height (Inseam)

21.5cm - 45.7cm

28cm - 55.8cm

38cm - 71cm

Base Width

60.9cm

60.9cm

69.8cm

Base Length

71cm

71cm

81cm

Mast Height

71cm

85cm

95cm

Wheels

40.6cm

50.8cm

60.9cm

Weight Limit

29Kg

29Kg

40Kg
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